Mitsubishi
Electric 492L
Bottom Mount
Fridge Freezer
PLEASE NOTE THIS PRODUCT IS NOT AVAILABLE
IN ALL STORES BUT CAN BE ORDERED This black
flat panel two drawer fridge comes with a large capacity
of 492 litres – so there’s enough room to fit a week’s
worth of shopping! The multi drawer design features a
Vitalight Humidity Drawer, a freezer drawer and a NonPlumbed Automatic Ice Maker. Whisper quiet, energy
efficient Inverter Technology also makes this fridge the
quietest in its class – ideal for open plan living. Glass
door finish Inverter technology Supercool chilling case
Automatic ice maker Multi Airflow cooling system Door
alarm Frost free 16dBA Right hand opening Humidity
Drawer with Vitalight Technology Slow down the wilting
process of leafy greens and maintain their original
vitamin and antioxidant levels with the unique Vitalight
Amber LED Lighting System. Fruit and vegetables
stored in this specially designed Humidity Drawer with
its integrated Vitalight Amber LED Lighting System will
last significantly longer in comparison to
conventional vegetable crisper bins. Non-Plumbed
Automatic Ice Maker Always have fresh, clean ice with
the Non-Plumbed Automatic Ice Maker. As there is no
separate plumbing connection required, this costeffective approach to ice making means the fridge can
be placed anywhere in the kitchen, not just near
existing pipe work. Simply fill the removable water tank
and the ice maker is ready to go. Freezer Drawer The
Freezer Drawer is divided by a sliding tray at the top
that can be pushed back to reveal the rest of the
drawer. The Freezer Drawer is roomy enough to fit
bulky items such as ice cream tubs, loaves of bread and
frozen vegetables. The top tray is ideal for storage and

organisation of flat pack items such as meat packs. The
bin also can be completely removed for easy cleaning.
Supercool Chilling Case Keep meat and fish fresher for
longer without having to freeze them. The Supercool
Chilling Case is ideal for storing fresh meat for up to 7
days and fresh fish for up to 5 days without the need to
freeze.

Features
All Product Details

Brand
Product Type
Model Number
Colour

Mitsubishi
Bottom Mount Fridge/Freezer
MRCGX492EPGBKA2
Black Glass

Whiteware

Total Capacity
Fridge Capacity

492L
359L

Freezer Capacity

133L

Lighting

Lights

LED

Power

Energy Efficiency
Power
Consumption

4.0 Star
342 kWh/yr

Dimensions

Height
Width

1798mm
699mm

Depth
Product
Weight

709mm
94kg

Warranty

Manufacturers

24 Months
www.harveynorman.co.nz

